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Research Session 1: Monday, 6th September, 09:00-10:30

Panel B101: Federalism and the Primacy of EU Law in Practice: The Example of Economic Regulation
Venue: Building C, Room 1.01
Chair: Dr Stéphanie Lauhé Shaelou
Mr Matteo Negrinotti: 'The Relationship Between Competition and Regulation: A Comparative Analysis EU-US'
Ms Anna Pisarkiewicz: 'Price Squeeze: At the Crossroads of Competition Law and Regulation'
Ms Kathryn Wright: 'National Procedural Autonomy vs Effective Application of EU Law: Recent Developments through Competition Law Enforcement'

Panel B102: EU-Russia Bilateral Relations I
Venue: Building A, Auditoria 2
Chair: Dr George Christou
Prof Clive Archer: 'An EU Arctic Policy?'
Mr Adolfo Calatrava: 'The Future of Energy Relations between European Union and Russia'
Dr David Galbreath: 'Baltic-Russian Relations since Enlargement: The More Things Change, The More they Remain the Same'
Ms Rachel Le Noan: 'France, Russia and the EU: An Insight into Contemporary European Politics'

Panel B103: New Issues, New Contentions: The Evolving Partnership between the EU and Africa
Venue: Building C, Room 1.02
Chair: Dr Maurizio Carbone
Discussant: Dr Mary Farrell
Prof Olufemi Babarinde: 'The Millennium Development Goals: A New EU-Africa Strategic Partnership?'
Dr Amelia Hadfield: 'Development, Security and Energy: The EU's Adventures in Africa'
Dr Simon Lightfoot: 'Climate Change and the EU-Africa Strategy'

Panel B104: Civil Society and Participatory Governance in the EU: Current Practice and Concepts
Venue: Building C, Room 2.01
Chair: Prof Michelle Cini
Ms Rachel Barlow: 'Concepts of Accountability in EU Civil Society Participation'
Dr Emanuela Bozzini: 'Public Participation in EU Written and Online Consultation Processes: Empirical Evidence and Competing Explanations'
Prof Justin Greenwood: 'Evaluating Participatory Governance in Practice: The European Transparency Initiative and the Quest for Popular Legitimacy'

Panel B105: Dynamics and Limitations of the Lisbon Changes: A Redistribution of Powers?
Venue: Building C, Room 1.03
Chair: Prof Jo Shaw
Prof Tamara Capeta: 'Judicial Review of EU law after the Lisbon Treaty: Coherent and Effective System?'
Dr Tamara Perisin: 'Relationship between European and National Institutions after the Treaty of Lisbon: Guarding the Principles of Conferred Competences, Subsidiarity and Proportionality?'
Prof Sinisa Rodin: 'Finality of European Integration? The Lisbon Treaty and the German Federal Constitutional Court'
Research Session 1 continued…

Panel B106: The EU as a Comprehensive Security Actor I
Venue: Building A, Auditoria 1
Chair: Dr Carmen Gebhard
  Dr Christian Kaunert: 'Supranational Governance in EU Counter-Terrorism?'
  Dr Sarah Léonard-Kaunert: 'The Securitization of Irregular Migration in the European Union: Actors and Processes'

Panel B108: When Norms Confront Geopolitics
Venue: Building C, Room 2.02
Chair: Ms Adina Crisan  Discussant: Mr Louis Denisty
  Ms Nicole de Paula Domingos: 'Competitive Cooperation: The EU and Brazil in the Politics of Climate Change'
  Ms Caroline Jochaud du Plessix: 'Do European Norms Really Matter in the Middle East? The Case of EUROPOL COPPS and the 'Two State Solution' Norm'
  Mrs Olga Alinda Spaiser (Joint paper with Adina Crisan): 'Why the EU is Facing Problems in Exporting its Energy Acquis?'
  Mr Seock Jun Yoon: 'The Perception of a Soft Power in a Hard Context: The Case of the DPRK'

Panel B109: Migration and European Enlargement
Venue: Building C, Room 1.04
Chair: Dr Judit Molnár
  Dr Demyan Belyaev: 'The Impact of EU Enlargement on Migration Patterns in Europe'
  Ms Astrid Hamberger: 'What New Migration Destinations have Emerged in Europe Recently?'
  Miss Sybille Regout: 'The 2004 EU Enlargement and the Politics of Internal Mobility: States, European Union and Market'

Panel B110: EU's Responsibility as an International Actor
Venue: Building C, Room 2.04
Chair: Dr Uwe Wunderlich
  Dr Maureen Benson-Rea (Joint paper with Cris Shore): 'The EU as a Global Actor: Delivering EU External Relations Policy in the Asia-Pacific Region'
  Dr Sharon Pardo: 'The EU, the Arab World and Israel in a Multilateral Context'
  Dr Angelos Sepos: 'Imperial Power Europe? The EU's Relations with the ACP Countries'

Panel B111: Realism, Biography and European Policy
Venue: Building C, Room 2.03
Chair: Dr Amanda Klekowski von Koppenfels
  Dr Tatiana Bajuk Sencar (Joint paper with Jeffrey Turk): 'Biographies of the First Generation of Slovene Eurocrats: Using Narratives for Research on EU Policy Practice and Professional
  Ms Vickie Dekocker (Joint paper with Valeria Pulignano & Hanno van Eldik): 'The Politics of Restructuring in Multinational Contexts in Europe: Assessing Actor-Centred Institutionalism'
  Mr Enver Ethemer: 'Opening up the Borders in Cyprus after 1974'
Research Session 1 continued…

Panel B112: EU Citizenship
Venue: Building B, Room B1.07
Chair: Prof Alex Warleigh-Lack

Dr Mairin Hennebry: 'The Perspectives of Practitioners on the Teaching of European Citizenship'
Dr Dimitry Kochenov: 'EU Citizenship and Nationalities of the Member States of the Union: Changing Balance'
Prof Dora Kostakopoulou: 'European Union Citizenship: Evolving Norms, Enduring Patterns and Innovative Thinking'
Dr Chien-Yi Lu: 'The Representedness of EU Citizens Analysed through Institution Design, Problem-Solving Capacity and Voter Competence'

Panel B113: Methodologies of EU Law
Venue: Building B, Room B1.04
Chair: Dr Daniel Augenstein

Dr Matej Avbelj: 'Scholars, Scholarship and EU Law'
Dr Maria Cahill: 'Approaching European Law from inside the National Legal Order'
Mr Alun Gibbs: 'Learning the Law in the European Union'
Dr Jennifer Hendry: 'A Lack of Harmony? Comparative Law in Light of Europeanisation: Some Internal Tensions.'
Research Session 2: Monday, 6th September, 11:00-12:30

Panel B201: Institutional Design of the EU
Venue: Building C, Room 2.04
Chair: Dr Bela Plechanovova

Mr Hylke Dijkstra: 'The Institutional Design of Peacekeeping Organizations: United Nations, NATO and the European Union'
Dr Stefan Seidendorf: 'Contesting Europe: The Constitutive Impact of Discursive Dynamics on National Referendum Campaigns'
Ms Eline Van Bever: 'Together we are Strong: Cross-Border Cooperation in a EU Multi-Level Governance System'
Mr Matthias Vileyn: 'Democratic Legitimacy and its Cumbersome Relationship with (Quasi-) Federal Political Systems: A Framework for Comparative Analysis'

Panel B202: EU-Russia Bilateral Relations II
Venue: Building A, Auditoria 2
Chair: Ms Jackie Gower

Dr Derek Averre: 'Triangulation or Strangulation? The US, the EU and Russia in European Security Governance'
Dr George Christou: 'Bilateral Relations with Russia and the Impact on CFSP: The Cases of Cyprus and Greece'
Ms Licinia Simão: 'Is there an Iberian Approach to Russia? Portuguese and Spanish Contributes to the CFSP'
Prof Graham Timmins: 'Germany and Russia'

Panel B203: One Europe, One Africa: Changing Dynamics in EU-Africa Relations
Venue: Building C, Room 2.02
Chair: Dr Maurizio Carbone  
Discussant: Prof Richard Whitman

Dr Mary Farrell: 'The EU and African Regionalism: External Influences and Continental Shaping Forces'
Prof Gorm Rye Olsen: 'Africa Caught in the Bermuda Triangle between the US, the EU, and China'
Prof Fredrik Söderbaum: 'Is the EU Acting as 'One' in Africa?'
Prof Ian Taylor: 'The 'New' Africa in a Global Context'

Panel B204: Making Europe Public: Political Communication, Media and Contestation
Venue: Building C, Room 2.03
Chair: Prof Paul Statham

Prof Dr Ruud Koopmans: 'The Europeanisation of Public Spheres: Comparisons across Issues, Time and Countries'
Prof Paul Statham: 'Europe's Search for an 'Attentive Public': Public Communication, Media and Legitimacy'
Prof Hans-Joerg Trenz (Joint paper with Asimina Michailidou): 'Mediati(zi)ng EU Politics: Online News Coverage of the 2009 European Parliamentary Elections'

Panel B205: The Treaty of Lisbon: A Conclusive Answer to Fundamental Problems?
Venue: Building B, Room B1.07
Chair: Prof Dr Wolfgang Wessels

Prof Lee Miles: 'The Lisbon Treaty and National Elites: Altered Expectations?'
Dr Ivo Slosarcik: 'No Solution to a Continuing Problem? The Lisbon Treaty's Provisions on the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy'
Prof Dr Wolfgang Wessels: 'The Internal Life of a Key Institution: Legal Words and Real World of the European Council after the Lisbon Treaty'
Research Session 2 continued…

Panel B206: The EU as a Comprehensive Security Actor II
Venue: Building C, Room 1.03
Chair: Dr Sarah Léonard-Kaunert
Dr Oldrich Bures: 'Eurojust's Fledgling Counterterrorism Role'
Mrs Carmen Gebhard (Joint paper with Per Martin Norheim-Martinsen): 'The EU as a Comprehensive Security Provider: Theoretical and Empirical Challenges'
Mr Kamil Zwolski: 'The EU and Piracy off the Somali Coast: A Comprehensive Approach?'

Panel B207: The Lisbon Decade and the Place of the Market: The Impact on Social Welfare and Labour
Venue: Building C, Room 2.01
Chair: Prof Mitchell P Smith
Dr Petia Kostadinova: 'Reforming Social Policy to Meet Lisbon Strategy Goals: Comparing 'New' and 'Old' Europe'
Dr Georg Menz: 'Lisbon and the Politics of Human Resources Strategies'
Dr Waltraud Schellkle (Joint paper with Deborah Mabbett & Maximilian Freier): 'Social Democrats Marching to Market: The Case of Employment Services'
Prof Mitchell P Smith: 'A Decade of Defining the Lisbon Process: The End of the EU's Regulatory State?'

Panel B208: The Governance of Sustainability I
Venue: Building A, Auditoria 1
Chair: Mrs Pamela Barnes
Dr Jenny Fairbrass: 'The Governance of Sustainability: The Roles and Relationships of UK Actors in Combating Climate Change'
Ms Rosa María Fernández: 'The Influence of International Policy Changes on Business Behaviour Towards Sustainable Development'
Dr Duncan Russel (Joint paper with Claire Dunlop ): 'Institutional and Policy Innovation for Climate Policy in the United Kingdom '

Panel B209: Migration and Challenges for Integration Policies in Europe
Venue: Building C, Room 1.02
Chair: Dr Demyan Belyaev
Mr Joseph Costanzo: 'Planning to Integrate: Immigrant Participation in Inter-Cultural Community Projects'
Ms Hannelore Goeman: 'Integration Policy after 9/11: A New Start for the EU?'
Ms Ulrike Hoffmann: 'The Role of Pro-Migrant Groups within the Policy-Shaping Process of the EU Migration Policy'

Panel B210: Non-state Actors in European Integration in the 1970s: Origins of European Governance?
Venue: Building C, Room 1.01
Chair: Dr Ann-Christina Lauring Knudsen Discussant: Dr Jan-Henrik Meyer
Prof Guillaume Courtly: 'Is there 30,000 Lobbyists in Brussels? A Sociological Approach of the European Directories of Interest Groups since 1960'
Dr Carine Germond: 'Defending the Status Quo: Agricultural Interest Groups and the Challenges of Overproduction'
Mr Christian Salm: 'Regional or Global? Socialist Party Networks in European Community Development Policy'
Research Session 2 continued…

Panel B211: New Developments in Teaching the EU
Venue: Building C, Room 1.04
Chair: Dr Ana Juncos Garcia
- Mr Chris Goldsmith: ‘From FORPOL to NEWSECEU: Bringing International Collaborative Learning into an Undergraduate International Relations Curriculum’
- Dr Elena Korosteleva-Polglase: ‘Threshold Concepts through Enactive Learning: How Effective are they in the Study of European Politics’
- Dr Simon Usherwood: ‘Constructing Effective Simulations of the European Union for Teaching’

Panel B212: EU Citizenship
Venue: Building B, Room B1.04
Chair: Prof Alison Woodward
- Dr Rita Ribeiro: ‘European Identity Conceptualization: Which Words to Talk about Europe?’
- Dr Albrecht Sonntag: ‘How does the EU Commemorate? (And Should it?)’
- Ms Anamaria Topan: ‘The Operational Plausability of the Construction of European Identity’
Research Session 3: Monday, 6th September, 16:00-17:30

Panel B301: Opposing Europe: Party Responses as Ideological or Strategic Motivations?
Venue: Building C, Room 1.02
Chair: Dr Nicholas Startin
Dr Tim Bale (Joint paper with Sean Hanley & Aleks Szczepanik): 'Coming together to Oppose Europe? The European Conservatives and Reformists'
Ms Marianne Skinner: 'Norwegian Euroscepticism: Identity, Egotism or Idealism?'
Dr Nicholas Startin: 'Opposing Europe, Opposing globalisation: The Case of the Contemporary Far-Right'
Dr Simon Usherwood: 'UKIP's Political Strategy: Opportunistic Idealism in a Fragmented Political Arena'

Panel B302: EU-Russia Bilateral Relations III
Venue: Building A, Auditoria 2
Chair: tbc Discussant: Mr Gunnar Wiegand
Dr Tom Casier: 'The Bilateral Relations of the Benelux Countries with Russia: Within or Apart from the EU?'
Dr Maxine David: 'UK-Russia Relations: A Challenge to a Common EU Foreign Policy?'
Ms Jackie Gower: 'EU Member States' Bilateral Relationships with Russia: Reinforcing or Undermining the Union's Common Foreign Policy Towards Russia?'
Dr Hiski Haukkala: 'Finnish-Russian Relations: A Model or an Exception in Wider EU-Russia Relations?'

Panel B303: Unfulfilled Expectations: EU External Coherence and the Politics of EU-Africa Relations
Venue: Building C, Room 1.03
Chair: Dr Maurizio Carbone Discussant: Prof Fredrik Söderbaum
Dr Maurizio Carbone: 'Foreign Aid, Coordination and Ownership in EU-Africa Relations'
Prof Dr Jan Orbie: 'The EU, Africa and the Social Dimension of Globalisation'
Prof Richard Whitman: 'The EU and Sub-Saharan Africa: Developing the Strategic Culture of the Union's Foreign, Security and Defence Policy'

Panel B304: The Changing Nature of EU Decision-Making under Codecision
Venue: Building B, Room B1.04
Chair: Dr Michael Shackleton
Dr Lars Hoffmann (Joint paper with Elizabeth Monaghan): 'Don't Cry for Me, Europa: Elite Deliberation and the Need for a European Vision'
Dr Anne Rasmussen (Joint paper with Dimitar Toshekov): 'Duration of European Union Co-Decision: Myth and Reality'

Panel B305: Lisbon's Impact: Innovation, Structural Reform and Governance
Venue: Building C, Room 2.02
Chair: Prof Michele Chang
Prof David L Cleeton (Joint paper with George Zestos): 'Evaluating the Performance Record under the Lisbon Agenda'
Dr Bela Plechanovova: 'The Lisbon Treaty and Decision-Making in the EU Council: Should We Expect a Policy Shift?'
Dr Mehmet Ugur: 'Credibility, Governance and European Economic Performance: Theory and Evidence on the EU's Lisbon Agenda'
Dr Ramunas Vilpisauskas: 'The Lisbon Strategy and Structural Reforms in the EU Member States: The Ships Passing By in the Sea'
Research Session 3 continued...

Panel B306: The EU as a Comprehensive Security Actor III
Venue: Building B, Room B1.07
Chair: Dr Christian Kaunert
- Ms Sophie Besancenot: 'A 'Whole of the EU' Approach to the Security-Development Nexus: Just Organized Hypocrisy?'
- Mr Alexander Mackenzie: 'The EU's External Counterterrorism Policy: The Missing Dimension?'
- Dr Ali Rahigh-Aghsan: 'EU Foreign Policy in the Middle East: Myth or Reality of Actorness'

Panel B307: The Internal Market and Cross-Border Healthcare Services
Venue: Building C, Room 1.01
Chair: Mr Thomas Kostera
- Ms Rita Baeten (Joint paper with Michael Coucheir & Bart Vanhercke): 'The Europeanisation of National Healthcare Systems: Creative Adaptation in the Shadow of Patient Mobility Case Law'
- Mr Alban Davesne: 'Europeanization of Healthcare and Politicization of Patient's Mobility Rights'
- Mr Thomas Kostera: 'The EU and National Healthcare Systems: Institutional Inertia and Actors' Interests Hampering Further Integration'

Panel B308: The Governance of Sustainability II
Venue: Building A, Auditoria 1
Chair: Dr Simon Lightfoot
- Ms Maren Becker: 'Beyond Established Structures: The Formation of Informal Coalitions in the Field of the European Energy and Climate Change Policy'
- Mrs Beata Kviatek-Simanska: 'Governance of Sustainability in the EU Energy Policy: The Case of Nord Stream'
- Dr Darren McCauley: 'Waste as an Energy Solution: Exploring the Promotion of Waste-To-Energy Technology in the EU'

Panel B309: Growing Transnationalism in Europe: Migrant Networks and Migrant Identity
Venue: Building C, Room 2.01
Chair: Dr Demyan Belyaev
- Dr Marcin Galent: 'Polish Pendulum Migrants and their Trans-National Social Networks'
- Dr Amanda Klekowski von Koppenfels: 'Complex Migration Patterns: 'Aussiedler' Migration to Germany: Ethnic, Ideological or a Historical Remnant?'
- Dr Judit Molnár: 'Searching for a New Home: Immigrants from the Former Soviet Union'
- Ms Sonja Schröder: 'A Comparative View on Circular Migration Schemes in Europe'

Panel B310: Governance in the European Union
Venue: Building C, Room 1.04
Chair: Dr Rik de Ruiter
- Ms Katja Biedenkopf: 'Governance Beyond Borders: Does the EU Influence US Environmental Policy?'
- Dr Lorna Ryan: 'Governance of the European Research Area: The Case of ERICs (European Research Infrastructure Consortium)'
Research Session 3 continued...

**Panel B311: The Europeanisation of Football**

**Venue: Building C, Room 2.03**

**Chair: Prof David Allen**

Dr Borja García García: 'The Transformation of Spanish Football: Parochialism or Innovation?'

Dr Arne Niemann (Joint paper with Alexander Brand): 'The Europeanisation of German Football: Between Modest Adjustment and System Transformation'

Dr Albrecht Sonntag (Joint paper with David Ranc): 'France, a Case of UEFA-isation?'

Dr Georg Spitaler (Joint paper with Alexander Brand & Arne Niemann): 'The Europeanisation of Austrian Football'

**Panel B312: Consumers and Civil Society: Individuals, Nations and the EU**

**Venue: Building C, Room 2.04**

**Chair: Dr Elizabeth Covington**

Mr Henric Barkman: ‘Political Consumerism for Sustainable Development and a Sustainable Citizenship?’

Dr Daniel Berlin: ‘Political Trust and Sustainable Consumption’

Mr Gautier Busschaert: ‘Revisiting the Fundamentals of Internal Market Law: Civil Society as a Third Sector between the State and the Market’

Dr Paolo Graziano: ‘Europeanization and Consumer Interests: A Framework for Analysis (with Evidence from the Italian Case)’
Research Session 4: Tuesday, 7th September, 09:00-10:30

Panel B401: EU Presidencies I: Institutional and Comparative Perspectives
Venue: Building C, Room 1.04
Chair: Dr Steven Van Hecke
- Mr Régis Dandoy (Joint paper with Jorge Tunon Navarro): 'The Spanish Presidency of 2010: A Multilevel Agenda'
- Dr Edith Drieskens: 'Challenges for Cooperation and Coordination before and after Lisbon: The EU as a Diplomatic Actor at the UN in New York, Geneva and Vienna'
- Mr Yann-Sven Rittelmeyer: 'The Institutionalization of the European Council Presidency'

Panel B402: Turkey's Foreign and Security Policy on the Road to EU Membership
Venue: Building C, Room 2.01
Chair: Mr Ali Onur Ozcelik
- Ms Esengül Ayaz: 'The Impact of Turkey on the European Union's External Security'
- Ms Defne Gunay: 'The EU Impact on Turkish Foreign Policy towards the Middle East'
- Mr Kadri Kaan Renda: 'Turkey's Neighbourhood Policy: Developing a World of Complex Interdependence'
- Miss Paula Sandrin: 'Turkey's 'Traditional' and 'Emerging' Security Cultures: Diminishing Incompatibility with EU's Security Culture?'

Panel B403: EU-Russia Relations and the Eastern Partnership
Venue: Building A, Auditoria 2
Chair: Ms Jackie Gower
- Dr Alla Akulshina: 'The Approach to New Philosophy and a Strategy of Russia-EU Relations'
- Dr Nathaniel Copsey (Joint paper with Mariusz Sielski): 'Russia and the EU's Eastern Partnership'
- Mr Raül Hernández i Sagrera: 'EU-Russia Migration Cooperation in the Readmission and Visa Fields: An Exportable Model for the Whole Eastern Neighbourhood?'
- Mr Òscar Pardo Sierra: 'In/Security in the 'Shared Neighbourhood': A Comparative Analysis of EU and Russian Mechanisms of Influence in the Southern Caucasus'

Panel B404: Accountability: A Key to Legitimate EU Governance?
Venue: Building A, Auditoria 1
Chair: Prof Dr Beate Kohler-Koch
- Dr Elena Madalina Busuioc: 'European Agencies' Accountability vis-à-vis their Management Boards: Too Much Board, Too Little Management'
- Prof Carol Harlow (Joint paper with Richard Rawlings): 'Cause Groups and Legal Accountability in EU Governance'
- Dr Thorsten Hüller (Joint paper with Beate Kohler-Koch): 'Analysing the Democratic Credentials of the 'Accountability Web' in European Multilevel Governance: Theoretical and Methodological Considerations'
- Dr Arndt Wonka (Joint paper with Berthold Rittberger): 'How Technocratic are the New European Technocrats? An Empirical Assessment of the Political Attitudes of EU Agency Staff'

Panel B405: Human Rights
Venue: Building C, Room 2.04
Chair: Dr Lynn Dobson
- Ms Athina Gkouti: 'Legitimate Conditionality? The European Union's Promotion of Human Rights Reform in Turkey'
- Mr Gjovalin Macaj: 'More United, Yet Less Powerful: The Paradox of the EU's Unity at the UN Human Rights Council.'
- Miss Julia Schmidt: 'European Crisis Management Missions and Human Rights'
Research Session 4 continued…

Panel B406: Beyond Case-By-Case Analysis: Making Sense of ESDP Operationality I
Venue: Building C, Room 2.03
Chair: Dr Carmen Gebhard
  Ms Susanne Pihs: 'Increasing Operationality through Experiential Learning? Mixed Conclusions from ESDP Operations'
  Dr Alistair Shepherd: 'The Transformation of ESDP: Towards a True Civil-Military Capability'
  Prof Michael E Smith: 'Developing a 'Comprehensive Approach' to International Security: Institutional Learning and the European Security and Defence Policy'

Panel B407: Effects of the Economic Crisis on Coordinated (CMEs) and Liberal Market Economies (LMEs)
Venue: Building C, Room 1.01
Chair: Prof Werner Sesselmeier
  Ms Marlene Haupt (Joint paper with Aysel Yollu-Tok): 'Effects of the Current Economic Crisis on the Pension Schemes of Coordinated and Liberal Welfare States in Europe'
  Prof Werner Sesselmeier: 'Labour Market Policies In Coordinated (CMEs) And Liberal Market Economies (LMEs) After The Crisis'
  Dr Gabriele Somaggio: 'Apprenticeship in Coordinated Welfare States and the Economic Crisis'

Panel B408: The Geopolitics of Energy Supply in the 'Wider Europe'
Venue: Building C, Room 1.03
Chair: Dr Tom Casier
  Dr Giselle Bosse: 'The EU's Geopolitical Vision of an European Energy Space: When 'Gulliver' Meets 'White Elephants' and Babylonian Emperors'
  Dr Eamonn Butler: 'The Geopolitics of Merger and Acquisition in the Central European Energy Market'
  Mr Francis McGowan: 'The EU approach to Energy Security: Unwilling or Unable to Securitize?'
  Dr Anke Schmidt-Felzmann: 'EU Member States' Energy Relations with Russia: Conflicting Approaches to Securing Natural Gas Supplies'

Panel B409: National Minorities and Border Regions in the 21st Century Europe I
Venue: Building C, Room 1.02
Chair: Dr Martin Klatt
  Dr Timofey Agarin (Joint paper with Ada-Charlotte Regelmann): 'Redrawing the Border'
  Ms Alice Engl: 'From Conflict to Cooperation: European Integration and the Relativization of the Brenner Border'
  Dr Soeren Keil: 'New States and New Minorities: The Case of the Serbs in Bosnia and Herzegovina and Kosovo'
  Dr Boyka Stefanova: 'The Unusual Case of Bulgaria's Ethnic Turk Minority'

Panel B410: EU Actorness: The EU as a Regional Actor
Venue: Building C, Room 2.02
Chair: Dr Arne Niemann
  Dr Brigitte Leucht: 'The EU as a Regional Actor in Historical Perspective'
  Dr Bernhard Stahl (Joint paper with Sebastian Harnisch): 'A Force for Good? EU-Actorness and State-Building Dilemmata in Kosovo'
Research Session 4 continued...

**Panel B411: Bottom-up Europeanisation: Paradiplomatic Strategies?**

**Venue:** Building B, Room B1.07

**Chair:** Dr Malin Stegmann McCallion

- Dr Darren McCauley: 'Bottom-Up Europeanization Exposed: Social Movement Theory and Non-State Actors in France'
- Dr Frands Pedersen: 'Leadership and Entrepreneurship as Determinants of Para-Diplomatic Strategy within the EU: A Comparison of Selected UK, Swedish and Danish Sub-National
- Dr Malin Stegmann McCallion: 'Europeanisation and/or Globalisation: Which Strategy for Regional Paradiplomatic Activities?'

**Panel B413: Europe's New Borders: EU Politics and Policies and the Making of a European Identity**

**Venue:** Building B, Room B1.04

**Chair:** Dr F Peter Wagner

- Prof Lyubov Fadeeva: 'European Identity as Constructed by Intellectuals: Comparison of EU and Russia'
- Dr F Peter Wagner: 'Citizenship as Europeanization, Europeanization as Citizenship'
- Ms Aideen Woods: 'Feminist Reflections on the European Democratic Deficit and the 'Problem' of European Identity'
Research Session 5: Tuesday, 7th September, 11:00-12:30

Panel B501: EU Presidencies II: Foreign Affairs
Venue: Building C, Room 2.02
Chair: Dr Edith Drieskens
  Dr Anna Vallianatou: 'The Reforms of the Lisbon Treaty on the Rotating EU Presidency: Braking the Powers of Small Member-States in CFSP Affairs?'
  Dr Sarah Wolff (Joint paper with Adriaan Schout): 'Recasting the Actors after Lisbon: EU Presidencies and the Legitimacy of EU’s External Relations'

Panel B502: The Diplomatic System of the European Union
Venue: Building A, Auditoria 1
Chair: Prof Richard Whitman
  Prof David Allen (Joint paper with Michael Smith): 'Strategic Diplomacy in the European Union: Exploring Relations with the BRIC Countries'
  Prof Dr Stephan Keukeleire (Joint paper with Arnout Justaert): 'Structural Diplomacy and the Importance of Endogenous Realities: The EU’s Structural Diplomacy Towards Kosovo and DR
  Prof Michael Smith (Joint paper with Brian Hocking): 'An Emerging Diplomatic System for the EU? Frameworks and Issues'
  Prof Sophie Vanhoonacker (Joint paper with Karolina Pomorska): 'The Institutionalisation of European Union Diplomacy'

Panel B503: Eastern Partnership (EaP): Conception of, and Reception in, the Eastern Neighbourhood
Venue: Building C, Room 1.01
Chair: tbc Discussant: Prof Graham Timmins
  Dr Laure Delcour: 'The Eastern Partnership: Between Bilateralism and Region-Building'
  Dr Elena Korosteleva-Polglase: 'Transformative Power Europe and the Absent ‘Other’ in the EU’s Relations with Eastern Europe'
  Dr Marie-José Rinaldi-Larribe: 'Is the EU’s Strategy for Dealing with its Neighbours Efficient?'

Panel B504: European Parties
Venue: Building C, Room 2.01
Chair: Dr Justus Schönlau
  Mr Edoardo Bressanelli: 'Euro-Parties as Organizations: The Impact of Central and Eastern Enlargement'
  Ms Kristina Mikulova: 'Potemkin Europeanisation: Party Competition in Central Europe Before and After EU Accession '
  Dr Manos Sigalas (Joint paper with Monika Mokre): 'Do Expectations Meet Reality? The Influence of the Euro-Parties over the 2009 European Election Manifestoes and Campaigns'

Panel B505: The Development of the New Article 11 TEU: The Institutionalisation of a New Model of Participatory Democracy?
Venue: Building C, Room 2.04
Chair: Prof Dominik Hanf
  Mr Luis Bouza García: 'Civil Society Expectations on Article 11 TUE: More Democracy or Better Access?'
  Dr Julia De Clerck-Sachsse: 'Civil Society and Democracy in the EU: The Paradox of the European Citizens’ Initiative'
  Dr Elizabeth Monaghan: 'Article 11 and the Concept of Participation'
Research Session 5 continued…

**Panel B506: Beyond Case-By-Case Analysis: Making Sense of ESDP Operationality II**

**Venue:** Building A, Auditoria 2

**Chair:** Dr Carmen Gebhard  
**Discussant:** Dr Alistair Shepherd

- Dr Isabelle Ioannides (Joint paper with Gemma Collantes Celador): 'Internal-External Security Nexus: A Stumbling Block to EU Police Missions in the Western Balkans'
- Dr Daniela Irrera (Joint paper with Fulvio Attiná): 'Civil Society and NGOs' Roles in ESDP Operations'
- Prof Dr Joachim Koops: 'The Underlying Patterns of the European Union's Military Operations: An Inter-Organizational Analysis'
- Ms Elena Stavrevska: 'Outcome Sustainability of ESDP Police Missions in the Western Balkans: What Role for Local Ownership?'

**Panel B510: EU Actorness: The EU as an Actor in International Institutions**

**Venue:** Building C, Room 1.03

**Chair:** Dr Arne Niemann  
**Discussant:** Dr Geoffrey Edwards

- Mr Tom Delreux: 'EU Actorness in International Environmental Negotiations'
- Dr Arne Niemann (Joint Paper with Lisanne Groen): 'EU Actorness at the UNFCCC: the COP climate change negotiations at Copenhagen'
- Ms Louise G Van Schaik: 'The EU’s Growing Pains in Negotiating International Food Standards in the UN'

**Panel B511: Can Europeanists Learn from Higher Education Scholarship and Vice Versa? Raising some Theoretical Questions about the Europeanisation of Higher Education**

**Venue:** Building C, Room 1.04

**Chair:** tbc

- Dr Anne Corbett: 'The Everyday Decision-Making of the Bologna Process. How Robust is it, and if so, Why?'
- Dr Åse Gornitzka: 'Cradling an Institution or Designing an Agent of Excellence? The Birth and Infancy of the European Research Council'
- Dr Cecile Hoareau: 'Policy Transfer and Changes in the Governance of Universities: The Implementation of the Law on the Freedom and Responsibilities of Universities in France'
- Dr Manuel Souto-Otero: 'Why Widen Higher Education? European, National and Individual Perspectives'

**Panel B512: EU Enlargement**

**Venue:** Building C, Room 1.02

**Chair:** Dr Angelos Sepos

- Ms Bahar Yesim Deniz: 'The European Union-Turkey Question'
- Ms Eli Gateva: 'Pre-Accession Conditionality: Implementing the Lessons Learnt from the Fifth Enlargement or Managing Expectations without Losing Momentum?'
- Mr Alaaddin Paksoy: 'Deceleration of Turkey’s EU Accession in News Reports'

**Panel B513: Eurosceptic: Who?**

**Venue:** Building C, Room 2.03

**Chair:** Dr Simon Usherwood

- Mr John FitzGibbon: 'Civil Society based Eurosceptic Protest Movements'
- Dr Simona Guerra: 'A Matter of Trust: The Church as Eurosceptic Political Actor'
- Dr Annelin Gustavsen: 'Looking for the Eurosceptics in Mainstream Message Environments: An Application of Zaller’s Model of Opinion Formation Towards the Slovak and Hungarian Accession Referendums'
- Mr Marko Stojic: 'Between Post Yugoslav Legacy and European Opportunities: The Changing Nature of Serbian Political Parties' Attitudes towards the EU'
Research Session 6: Tuesday, 7th September, 14:30-16:00

Panel B601: European Parliament
Venue: Building C, Room 1.01
Chair: Dr Manos Sigalas
- Ms Viera Knutelská: 'The Added Value of National Parliaments' Ties with the European Parliament'
- Ms Bilyana Petkova (Joint paper with Tomas Dumbrovsky): 'Conciliation in the Sixth European Parliament: Formal Transparency versus Shadowy Legislating'

Panel B602: Europeanization and Transformation of the Western Balkans: Can the EU's Magic Work Again?
Venue: Building C, Room 2.03
Chair: Dr Adam Fagan
- Mrs Arolda Elbasani: 'EU Conditionality and Games of Compliance: Restructuring Public Administration in Post-Communist Albania'
- Dr Jelena Obradovic-Wochnik: 'What Next for Serbia? Kosovo, 'The Past' and the Road to Europe'
- Dr Dimitris Papadimitriou (Joint paper with Petar Petrov): 'EULEX Kosovo: Mission Impossible?'
- Dr David Phinnemore: 'The European Union and the Western Balkans: Sustaining a Framework for Integration'

Panel B603: EU Diplomacy
Venue: Building B, Room B1.07
Chair: Prof Dr Sven Biscop
- Mr Benjamin Barton: 'The Emergence of the European External Action Service (EEAS)'
- Prof Sieglinde Gstöhl: 'EU Multilateral Diplomacy after Lisbon: More 'Single Voice' in International Institutions?'
- Ms Anne-Claire Marangoni: 'Personification of Diplomacy: The Faces of EU Foreign Policy '
- Prof Dr Jing Men: 'Political Dialogue: How Important is it in the EU's External Relations?'

Panel B604: Closing the Gap: Results of Qualitative Research on the EP
Venue: Building C, Room 1.02
Chair: Dr Tim Bale
- Ms Nathalie Brack: 'Hard Eurosceptic MEPs: Between Exit and Voice?'
- Ms Maja Kluger Rasmussen: 'Lobbying in the European Parliament: Institutional Constraints and Opportunities'
- Ms Ariadna Ripoll Servent: 'Sense and Sensitivity: Investigating Life behind Closed Doors at the LIBE Committee'
- Prof Paul Taggart (Joint paper with Tim Bale): 'All Change? Change and Stability in the Role Orientations of First-Time MEPs'

Panel B605: External Policies of the EU: Promoting Human Rights 'Out of Area'?
Venue: Building C, Room 1.03
Chair: Mr Geoffrey Harris
- Dr Francesco Giumelli: 'Sanctioning for Human Rights: The European Union in Uzbekistan'
- Dr Maria Sanchez Barrueco: 'The Effectiveness of EU Human Rights Policies in the Countries around the Horn of Africa'
Panel B608: Eurasia Energy Transactions and Energy Resource Cooperation
Venue: Building C, Room 2.02
Chair: Dr Anke Schmidt-Felzmann
Mrs Maria Kottari: 'The 'Pipeline Diplomacy': The Greek Case in the East-Mediterranean Energy Corridors'
Mr Maximilian Kuhn: 'European Energy Security and Iran's Strategic Challenges for its Role as a Supplier'
Mr Samuel Lussac: 'Standing from the Midstream: How Oil and Gas Transportation Shapes Regional Cooperation in the South Caucasus'

Panel B609: Citizenship in Times of Change: The Case of the Former Yugoslavia
Venue: Building C, Room 2.04
Chair: Dr Timofey Agarin
Prof Jo Shaw: 'Citizenship Regimes in the New States of South Eastern Europe: Thinking About the Mosaic'
Dr Igor Stiks: 'From Equal Citizens to Unequal Groups: New Citizenship Regimes in the Balkans'
Ms Jelena Vasiljevic: 'Serbia: Ethnocentric Citizenship, Undefined Citizenry'

Panel B610: EU Actorness in International Politics (and Issues of Identity)
Venue: Building A, Auditoria 1
Chair: Dr Arne Niemann
Dr Eamonn Butler (Joint paper with Laura Cashman): 'Developing a Roma Strategy for Europe: What Could or Should the EU be Doing?'
Ms Elin Hellquist: 'Actorness Behind the Labels: How the Use of Sanction Shapes the EU as an International Actor'
Dr Sotiris Serbos: 'Ten Years After Helsinki: Conceptualizing EUs Actorness in the Case of Turkish Candidacy'

Panel B611: Ideational Processes in EU Policy-making
Venue: Building C, Room 1.04
Chair: Dr Falk Daviter
Ms Petra Debusscher: 'Gender Mainstreaming in EC Development Cooperation: Conservative or Transformative?'
Dr Annabelle Littoz-Monnet: 'Reframing Culture as Useful: Issue Definition as European Commission Politics'
Dr Mark Rhinard: 'Framing European Union Counter-Terrorism Policy: Agenda Setting and Fragmentation'

Panel B612: Understanding European Integration from a Comparative Perspective
Venue: Building C, Room 2.01
Chair: Prof Luk Van Langenhove
Dr Philippe De Lombaerde: 'Comparing Regionalisms: Methodological Challenges'
Ms Maria Cristina Macovei: 'The Social Dimension of Regional Integration'
Prof Fredrik Söderbaum: 'Linking European Integration and Comparative Regionalism'
Dr Stephen Woolcock: 'Is Bilateralism Undermining Regionalism?'

Panel B613: The 'European Good'?
Venue: Building A, Auditoria 2
Chair: Dr Alexa Zellentin
Prof Emilios Christodoulidis: 'The EU and the Social Question'
Dr Lynn Dobson: 'Value Pluralism, Plurality of Belief and European Citizenship'
Dr Myrto Tsakatika: 'Values and the European Social Model'
Research Session 7: Tuesday, 7th September, 16:30-18:00

Panel B701: Relationship Between Executive and Legislature
Venue: Building B, Room B1.07
Chair: Prof Neill Nugent

- Dr Rik de Ruiter: 'The National Parliamentary Arena and EU Affairs: How Methods of Open Coordination Shape Executive-Legislature Interactions'
- Prof Didier Georgakakis: 'From Technocracy to Bureaucracy: The Administrative Reform and its Impact on Eurocracy'
- Prof Javier Laso Pérez: 'Democratic Deficit in the European Union and the Role of National Parliaments'
- Mr Declan Walsh: 'Is the European Commission Abusing its Dominant Position?'

Panel B702: The EU and Peacebuilding: Conceptual and Empirical Approaches
Venue: Building C, Room 2.01
Chair: Prof Richard Whitman

- Dr John Gledhill: 'Integrating the Past: European Integration and Historical Reckoning in Central and Eastern Europe'
- Dr Ana Juncos García: 'Europeanisation as Peacebuilding? The Case of the Western Balkans'
- Ms Stefanie Kappler: 'Liberal Peacebuilding’s Representation of the Local: The Case of Bosnia and Herzegovina'

Panel B703: The EU and the Emerging Powers: An Analysis of European Bilateral Relations with Brazil, China and Russia
Venue: Building C, Room 2.03
Chair: Prof Dr Sven Biscop

- Miss Eleanor Bindman: 'EU Policy on Human Rights in Russia: Problems and Prospects'
- Mr Salvatore Finamore: 'Constructive Engagement as Socialization in European Foreign Policy towards China'
- Mr Tomas Maltby: 'The EU and Russia: Energy Security and the Impact of Enlargement'
- Ms Carolina Pavese: 'The EU Brazil Strategic Partnership: An Effective Mechanism of Bilateral Cooperation?'

Panel B704: What can Qualitative Methods offer EP Research?
Venue: Building C, Room 1.02
Chair: Prof Paul Taggart
Discussant: Mr David Earnshaw

- Ms Amy Busby: 'The Isle of Europe: What can Ethnography tell us about Politics at the European Parliament?'
- Ms Katjana Gattermann: 'Stances of EU Press Correspondents Towards the European Parliament'

Venue: Building B, Room B1.04
Chair: Prof Jo Shaw
Discussant: Prof Catherine Barnard

- Prof Noreen Burrows: 'The Lisbon Treaty and the Revised Appointments Process of the Advocate General'
- Dr Laure Clément-Wilz: 'The Advocate General: Apart From or Part of the ECJ?'
- Ms Maria Fletcher: 'The Advocate General and the Development of EU Criminal Law'
- Prof Rosa Greaves: 'The Advocate General and EU Law'
Research Session 7 continued…

Panel B706: The European Union's Foreign and Security Policy: The 'Added Value' of a Justice and Home Affairs External Dimension
Venue: Building C, Room 1.04
Chair: Dr Sarah Léonard-Kaunert
   Mr Daniel Ruiz de Garibay: 'Interparliamentary Cooperation in the EU: A Case Study of JHA'
   Ms Canan Ezel Tabur: 'The External Dimension of EU Immigration Policy and the Added Value of the ENP Policy Instruments'

Panel B707: European Defence Agency: A Success Story or a Missed Opportunity
Venue: Building A, Auditoria 1
Chair: Dr Geoffrey Edwards
   Dr Laura Chappell (Joint paper with Petar Petrov): 'The European Defence Agency and Permanent Structured Cooperation: Are we Heading towards Another Missed Opportunity?'
   Dr Jocelyn Mawdsley: 'Is Successful Armaments Collaboration Possible? The A400M Project and the European Defence Agency'
   Mr Frank Slijper: 'The European Defence Agency and Democratic Legitimacy'
   Dr Thomas Teichler: 'The Odd Couple: On the Possibility of Security and Defence Research Coordination at EU Level'

Panel B708: EU Leadership in International Energy and Environmental Politics
Venue: Building A, Auditoria 2
Chair: Prof Thomas Hörber
   Mr Florian Baumann: 'Global Energy Governance: How to Deal with the External Aspects of
   Dr Lydia Kernevez: 'EU Leadership in International Climate Change Cooperation'
   Ms Kristina Kurze (Joint paper with Daniel Goeler): 'The EU as a Transnational 'Polity-Shaper''
   Mr Simon Schunz: 'Two Decades of European Union Climate Change Foreign Policy: From Ad Hoc Negotiation Participant to Full-Fledged Diplomatic Actor'

Panel B709: Putting General Principles of Union Law to the Test: The Case of EU Migration Law
Venue: Building C, Room 1.01
Chair: Prof Bruno de Witte
   Prof Ian Barnes (Joint paper with Cristina Cherino): 'After the Party is Over: The Policy Implications of Migration Surges'
   Ms Orla Lynskey: 'The Impact of European Data Protection Law on Third Country National
   Ms Elise Muir: 'Putting the EU to the Test: Prohibiting Discrimination Against Third-Country Nationals?'
   Ms Eulalia Sanfrutos Cano: 'Judicial Protection of TCNs' EU Rights before National Courts'

Panel B710: EU Actorness: The EU as an Actor in Global Politics
Venue: Building C, Room 2.02
Chair: Dr Arne Niemann
   Discussant: Ms Charlotte Bretherton
   Prof David Allen: 'The EU in the Evolving System of Great Powers'
   Mr Marc Müheleck: 'The EU as an International Actor in Global Environmental Politics'
   Prof Daniel Thomas: 'Still Punching below its Weight? Actorness and Effectiveness in EU Foreign Policy'
Research Session 7 continued…


Venue: Building C, Room 1.03
Chair: Dr Luciana Alexandra Ghica
  Prof Olga Brusylovska: 'The European Union’s Approach Towards the Independent Kosovo: From Disagreement to Disenchantment?’
  Mr Diego Checa: 'Conditionality in Violent Conflict-Driven Areas: The Relations between Macedonia and the European Union'
  Dr Artur Gruszczak: 'The Securitisation of the Eastern Borders of the European Union: Walls or Bridges?’
  Dr Natalia Timus: 'Coming Closer to Europe: Transnational Cooperation between EPFs and Post-Soviet Sister Parties'

Panel B713: Fuzzy Thought? Ideas in Russian Foreign and Domestic Politics

Venue: Building C, Room 2.04
Chair: Dr Tim Haughton
  Dr Edwin Bacon: 'Putinism in Perspective'
  Dr Luke March: 'Nationalism and Russian Foreign Policy towards Georgia'
  Dr David White: 'Is There No Alternative? Searching for Signs of Life Amongst Russia’s Political Opposition'
Research Session 8: Wednesday, 8th September, 09:00-10:30

Panel B801: Parties Beyond the Nation State: Europarties and EP Groups Post Lisbon
Venue: Building C, Room 1.02
Chair: Dr Simon Lightfoot
- Prof David L Hanley: 'The Problem of Subsets in Transnational Parties'
- Dr Simon Lightfoot (Joint paper with Erol Kulahci): 'Europarties and the Challenge of Democratic Representation in the EU'
- Mr George Zammit: 'Reconsidering the Role of Parties at European Level: Constructing Actorness for the Christian Democrat and Socialist Political Groups in the EP using an International Relations Framework'

Panel B802: Theorising Regional Integration: Europe and Beyond
Venue: Building A, Auditoria 2
Chair: Prof Luk Van Langenhove
- Prof Bart Gaens: 'Japan as a Regional Actor in East Asia and its Impact on EU-Asia'
- Dr Nick Robinson: 'What Can New Regionalism Studies offer Studies of European Integration?'
- Prof Alex Warleigh-Lack: 'Regenerating Integration Theory'
- Dr Uwe Wunderlich: 'Interregionalism and the Emergence of International Actors: ASEAN, the EU, and Mercosur'

Panel B803: The EU and its Overseas: Substantive and Practical Legal Issues
Venue: Building C, Room 1.01
Chair: Prof Dr Dominique Custos
- Ms Maria Fletcher: 'Area of Freedom, Security and Justice and the Overseas'
- Dr Dimitry Kochenov: 'Outermost Regions and Overseas Countries and Territories: More Alike than Ever?'

Panel B804: Studying Representation in European Politics
Venue: Building C, Room 2.04
Chair: Mr Heiko Giebler
- Prof Susan Banducci (Joint paper with Georgios Xezonakis): 'Priming Europe: In the News and in the Minds of the Voters'
- Ms Kathrin Thomas: 'Measuring Policy Responsiveness: Strengths and Weaknesses of Prevalent Methods'
- Mr Siim Trumm: 'Disaggregation of Voting in the European Parliament'

Panel B805: European Legal Elites in the EU Field of Power
Venue: Building C, Room 2.01
Chair: Prof Jo Shaw
- Ms Julie Bailleux (Joint paper with Antoine Mégie & Guillaume Sacriste): 'Politics of Legal Expertise in European Societies (Polillexes): A Prosopographical Research Agenda'
- Prof Antonin Cohen: 'The Constitutionalization of Europe: Social Processes in the Making of a Transnational Constitution'
- Prof Antoine Vauchez: 'The Politics of EU Jurisprudence: Commemorative Strategies at the European Court of Justice and the Building of a Transnational Esprit de Corps'

Panel B806: Faces of European Security
Venue: Building C, Room 1.03
Chair: Prof David Allen
- Prof Emil Kirchner: 'ESDP Peace Operations in the Western Balkans'
- Ms Natalie Martin: 'A Question of Security? Why Turkey is a Candidate of the EU.'
- Mr Simon Smith: 'EU-NATO Cooperation: A Case of Institutional Fatigue?'
- Ms Flavia Zanon: 'The High Representative for the CFSP: What Leadership in Building a Credible ESDP?'
Research Session 8 continued…

Panel B807: EU Economic Law and Policies
Venue: Building C, Room 2.02
Chair: Prof Dr Jan Orbie
- Dr Dermot Hodson: 'New economic diplomacy? The Euro-Area's Macroeconomic Dialogue with China'
- Mr Mislav Mataija: 'Private Regulation and EU Economic Law: Bridging the Public-Private Divide'
- Dr Anna Giulia Micara: 'Recent Developments on the EU Regime for the Export Control of Dual Use Goods'

Panel B809: A Minority Discourse in Europe? Protection and Empowerment in Comparative Perspective
Venue: Building B, Room B1.07
Chair: Dr David Galbreath
- Ms Stephanie Berry: 'The Protection of Muslim Minorities within the Council of Europe Rights Regime'
- Mr Enver Ethemer: 'The Europeanisation of LGBT Rights in the UK: A Discursive Survey of European Convention on Human Rights and Court of Justice of the European Communities Case Law'

Panel B810: Europeanisation and EU Foreign Policy: Action and Actorness
Venue: Building C, Room 2.03
Chair: Prof Richard Whitman
- Ms Zeynep Arkan (Joint paper with Soeren Keil): 'I will make you an offer you can't refuse': An Analysis of EU's Enlargement Policy Towards the Western Balkan Countries and Turkey'
- Dr Amelia Hadfield: 'The EU as a 'Green Actor': Seasoned or Unripe? '
- Mr Hugo Hansen: 'Actorness: Conceptualisations of Supra and Sub-State Entities'
- Mr Steven Robinson: 'Assessing the Europeanisation of Portuguese Foreign and Security Policy'

Panel B811: European Agencies: Categorisation, Creation, Implementation
Venue: Building C, Room 1.04
Chair: Mr Christoph Klika
- Dr Helena Ekelund: 'Functional Needs or Products of their Time? Explaining the Establishment of Regulatory and Advisory European Community Agencies'
- Mr Christoph Klika: 'EU Agency Governance from an Information Processing Perspective'

Venue: Building A, Auditoria 1
Chair: Dr Eamonn Butler
- Dr Gabriela Borz (Joint paper with Valentina Kostadinova): 'Assessing the 2007 Accession: Perspectives from Romania and Bulgaria'
- Dr Cristina Chiva: 'Women in the European Parliament: The Case of the Post-Communist Member States'
- Mr Radko Hokovsky: 'Integration of Political Parties from Central Europe into the 6th European Parliament’s Political Groups'
- Dr Clare McManus-Czubinska: 'Poland and Agenda Setting in the European Parliament'

Research Session 8 continued…
Research Session 9: Wednesday, 8th September, 11:00-12:30

Panel B901: EU Institutions, Commission & Council
Venue: Building C, Room 2.01
Chair: Prof Antonin Cohen

Dr Florence Deloche-Gaudez (Joint paper with Laurie Beaudonnet): 'Decision-Making in the Enlarged EU Council of Ministers: A Softer Consensus Norm as an Explanation for its Apparent Adaptability?'

Dr Sabina Kajnč (Joint paper with Mark Rhinard): 'The Presidency of the Council of the EU as a Coordinator and Agenda-Setter for the EU on the Eve of the Lisbon Treaty: A Comparison of Slovenian and Swedish Presidencies'

Prof Neill Nugent (Joint paper with Laurie Buonanno): 'Explaining the EU's Policy Portfolio'

Panel B902: Does One Size Fit All? Comparative Perspectives on the European Union as an International Democracy Promoter
Venue: Building C, Room 2.02
Chair: Ms Anne Wetzel Discussant: Dr Maurizio Carbone

Ms Fabienne Bossuyt: 'Central Asia: Does the Difficult Pupil in the EU's Democratisation Class Still Get His Way?'

Ms Karen Del Biondo: 'The EU as a Democracy Promoter in the ACP Region: Evidence of an Electoralist Fallacy?'

Mr Labinot Greicevci: 'The Role of the EU and Other International Institutions (Actors) in Promoting Democratization in Bosnia and Herzegovina since the Dayton Peace Accords'

Ms Syuzanna Vasilyan (Joint paper with Vicky Reynaert): 'The EU’s Democracy-Promotion Policy in the Eastern and Southern Neighbourhoods'

Panel B903: Europeanisation and EU Foreign Policy: Top Down and Bottom Up Dynamics
Venue: Building A, Auditoria 2
Chair: Prof Richard Whitman Discussant: Prof David Allen

Dr Amelia Hadfield: 'The Triple Policy Challenges of EU Member States: Intra, Inter and Extra-EU Foreign Policies'

Dr Ana Juncos García: 'Europeanisation and the Politics of Enlargement: The Case of Police Reform in Bosnia'

Dr Simon Lightfoot: 'EU and International Development Policy in Central and Eastern Europe'

Panel B904: Electoral Democracy in the European Union
Venue: Building C, Room 2.04
Chair: Prof Susan Banducci

Mr Pieterjan Desmet: 'Antecedents of Satisfaction with European Democracy'

Mr Heiko Giebler (Joint paper with Aiko Wagner): 'One Question, Two Levels, Two Answers? Determinants of Party Choice in European and National Elections in Comparison'

Ms Maarja Luhiste: 'Women Candidates’ Visibility in the 2009 European Parliamentary Election Campaign'

Ms Agnieszka Walczak: 'How do Left-Right and Value Dimensions Structure Public Opinion in the EU?'

Panel B905: EU Enlargement and National Judiciaries in Central and East European Countries
Venue: Building C, Room 2.03
Chair: Dr Anneli Albi

Mr Lukasz Gorywoda: 'Regulatory Functions of Private Law: New and Old Member States


Associate Prof Allan Tatham: 'The Impact of Training and Language Competence on Judicial Application of EU Law in Hungary'
Research Session 9 continued…

**Panel B906: European Defence: Theory and Policy, Strategy and Operations**

**Venue:** Building C, Room 1.03  
**Chair:** Dr Geoffrey Edwards

- Prof Dr Sven Biscop: 'A Military Strategy for Europe'
- Mr Alexander Mattelaer: 'Can Peacekeeping Be Strategic? The European Contribution to the UNIFIL Enhancement Post-2006'

**Panel B907: The EU and its Overseas: Economic Law and the Overseas**

**Venue:** Building A, Auditoria 1  
**Chair:** Prof Dr Dominique Custos

- Prof Dr Fabian Amtenbrink: 'Bits of Economic and Monetary Union Everywhere: Implications of EMU for Outermost Regions, Overseas Countries and Territories and Third Countries in Times of Global Economic Crisis'
- Mr Morten Broberg: 'The EU's Legal Ties with its Former Colonies: Old Wine in New Bottles?'
- Dr Stéphanie Laulhé Shaelou: 'The 'Re-institutionalisation' of the Principle of Territorial Exclusion in the EU: The Case of the British Bases in Cyprus'
- Dr Alina Tryfonidou: 'The Free Movement of Goods and the Overseas'

**Panel B909: European Aerospace Politics**

**Venue:** Building C, Room 1.01  
**Chair:** Prof Thomas Hörber

- Prof Thomas Hörber: 'The European Space Agency and the European Union: The Next Step on the Road to the Stars'
- Dr Iraklis Oikonomou: 'The Making of EU Military Space Policy: Beyond the Rhetoric'

**Panel B910: EU Neighbourhood**

**Venue:** Building C, Room 1.02  
**Chair:** Ms Ann Kennard

- Dr Laura Chappell: 'Developing the European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP) to the East: The View from Berlin and Warsaw'
- Dr Patricia Garcia-Duran Huet (Joint paper with Montserrat Millet): 'The EU Policy Convergence Strategy with its Neighbours in the Sphere of Trade'
- Mr Andreas Müllerleile: 'The Regional Dimension of EU Foreign Policy in the Eastern Neighborhood'